PT Toko Karya Digital was founded in 2021 by Indonesian Millennials from Bangka Island who saw developments and prospects of blockchain technology. NFT marketplace from Indonesia named TokoNFT is developed by Gias Oktario, Agung Pratomo, Resha Juhari, Febi Dwitama, Ibadarudinni, and Viktor Wicaksono.

TokoNFT is a solution to sell digital works for creative economy players in digital era. TokoNFT targeted global market to serve creative economy artist with a wider market on the blockchain network. Blockchain offers a distributed and secure system for data storage and value transactions. Its applications are springing up in multiple fields.
Many people are still completely unfamiliar with blockchain and cryptocurrency and the opportunities they present. Often, when people learn about their potential, they are captured by it. Some of them Defining Digital Creative Work as something that is invaluable and difficult to do and create. Even though everyone can do it because we have different creativity and unique ideas to produce Digital Creative Works as well. In The digital asset from blockchain and cryptocurrency we call it NFT. NFT or Non Fungible Token can be any type of digital file like an artwork, paintings, designs, characters, photos, music, videos or even Concert ticket and many others.

The world as we know has changed a lot. The technological advances is currently growing faster since the history of mankind thousands of years ago. Technology developments in line with the development of e-commerce industry. Crypto assets will have an important role in revolutionizing the downstream digital economy.

According from the Indonesian Commodity Futures Trading Supervisory Agency (Bappebti) data that shows the number of Indonesian Crypto investors on February 2021 reached 4.2 million people. This investor data shows the development of Cryptocurrencies in Indonesia is quite positive in terms of commodity trading and crypto asset investment. In addition, the Ministry of Trade also noted that until the end of May 2021 the number of crypto asset actors grew by more than 50 percent - from about 4 million people in 2020 to 6.5 million people. The emergence of Non-Fungible Token (NFT) is a prime example of the fusion of Blockchain with Digital Creative Works. Nowadays, NFT is starting to attract the attention of the public because it is unprecedented. The creation of new technologies has driven the large-scale development of the Blockchain industry.
The underlying blockchain of NFT has the ability to certify digital assets tied to a Blockchain Smart Contract that cannot be counterfeited and duplicated, thus keeping ownership rights secure. In addition, NFT can be tracked on the Blockchain to provide evidence of ownership separate from the copyright to its owner. TokoNFT platform that helps users to establish a certain private Blockchains. We helps to preserve and set up the chain between humans and Blockchain.

TokoNFT provides features such as Staking, Metaverse and NFT Fragmentation both on the one and two-blockchain platform. TokoNFT also presents a token that will facilitate all kinds of transactions, governance and staking rewards for users of TokoNFT.
**NFT Staking**

Every month’s, TokoNFT provides Staking Pool for best-selling art works to increase the volume and to make positive impact for creators who make sales in TokoNFT. The best-selling art works will automatically accumulate on the leaderboard within a month. We also provide earnings for buyers of artwork in TokoNFT.

**Multichain NFT**

TokoNFT facilitates NFT in some Blockchains such as Binance Smart Chain, Ethereum, Polygon and for the next stage. Furthermore, we will also available for Solana.

**NFT Fragmentation**

TokoNFT supported by the NFT Fragmentation system that make an art work can be owned by more than one according to Blockchain-based tokenized depend on Holding Percentage.

**Gaming**

Besides showing the artwork, we also provides gaming features to serve gamers needs on NFT Asset. Soon, TokoNFT will do partnership with various NFT Game Platforms in order to sell NFT Games assets in TokoNFT.
Metaverse NFT Gallery
We provide features to Enjoying the artwork and do your own exhibition like being in the Museum using Virtual Reality (VR) technology and will be launched at TokoNFT website. Visitors can add works and see artworks that are displayed virtually in limited space merged by SandBox Open World.

Instagram NFT
TokoNFT also invite content creators on Instagram to sell digital works like music, photos, videos and others.

NFT Launchpad
TokoNFT supports the Blockchain ecosystem of various projects and invites the creators from every project to be able to launch their NFT Project through the NFT Launchpad program.

TokoNFT provides a custom pool that can be used by affiliated projects to launch NFT for their community and can be traded in TokoNFT.
TokoNFT provide affordable prices for each swap transactions with 5% to buy and 8% to sell $TKN tokens.

TokoNFT also provides the best deals to Creators who want to create digital creative work in TokoNFT marketplace with storage fees of 1 (one) file equal to $1 and listing fee 2.5% of the price will be deducted automatically once the item sold.
$TKN Trading Fees Will Be Used For:

- **20%** for **NFT Staking Treasury**
- **20%** for **Marketing**
- **20%** for **Team**
- **40%** for **Monthly Burn**
1. To become the world's largest NFT marketplace from Indonesia on the blockchain network.

2. To become a pioneer of NFT Marketplace that has The Metaverse NFT Gallery as a combination of the developing of Blockchain and Virtual Reality (VR) technology merged to SandBox Open World Metaverse.

3. To provide platform that has a global market to creative economy actors.

4. To provide simplicity of selling art work of creative economy actors in domestic and global market.

5. To become a creative space for Indonesian or global creator.

6. To stimulate creators to keep active in digital era.
**October**
- TokoNFT Project Planning
- Smart Contract Research
- Legality & Office
- Research Partners & Creator
- Social Media Launch

**November**
- Website Launch
- Media & Creator Collaboration
- Soft Launch & Press Release
- Private Sale Whitelisting
- NFT Marketplace Launch

**December**
- Presale on Pinksale.Finance
- Listing Pancakeswap
- Techrate Audit
- Expended Partnership with Gaming Community at BSC
- Community Expansion

**Q1 2022**
- NFT Staking
- NFT Launchpad
- Domestic Exchange Listing
- Crypto wallet Launch
- IPFS Server Migration

**Q2 2022**
- Overseas Exchange Listing
- Metaverse NFT Gallery
- Hacken Audit
Supply: 1,000,000,000,000

- Presale: 30% (300,000,000,000)
- Liquidity: 23.2% (232,000,000,000)
- Private Sale: 9.8% (98,000,000,000)
- Monthly Staking NFT Reward: 12% (For 4 years and halving every 3 months)
- Team: 8% (80,000,000,000)
- Marketing: 4% (40,000,000,000)
- Future Updates & Listing Proposal: 15% (150,000,000,000)
INCENTIVES

Every creator who doing listing their artwork on TokoNFT will be given staking pool.

Staking pool is taken from TOP 10 Creators that have the biggest selling volume in every month.

NETWORK EFFECTS

TokoNFT using multichain technology that can be used on BSC network and will be developed on ETH & SOLANA network.